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Abstract—In recent years, there have been numerous develop-
ments towards solving multimodal tasks, aiming to learn a
stronger representation than through a single modality. Certain
aspects of the data can be particularly useful in this case—
for example, correlations in the space or time domain across
modalities—but should be wisely exploited in order to benefit
from their full predictive potential. We propose two deep learn-
ing architectures with multimodal cross-connections that allow
for dataflow between several feature extractors (XFlow). Our
models derive more interpretable features and achieve better
performances than models which do not exchange representa-
tions, usefully exploiting correlations between audio and visual
data, which have a different dimensionality and are nontrivially
exchangeable. Our work improves on existing multimodal deep
learning algorithms in two essential ways: (1) it presents a
novel method for performing cross-modality (before features are
learned from individual modalities) and (2) extends the previously
proposed cross-connections which only transfer information be-
tween streams that process compatible data. Illustrating some
of the representations learned by the connections, we analyse
their contribution to the increase in discrimination ability and
reveal their compatibility with a lip-reading network intermediate
representation. We provide the research community with Digits, a
new dataset consisting of three data types extracted from videos
of people saying the digits 0–9. Results show that both cross-
modal architectures outperform their baselines (by up to 11.5%)
when evaluated on the AVletters, CUAVE and Digits datasets,
achieving state-of-the-art results.
Index Terms—machine learning, deep learning, audiovisual, mul-
timodal, integration, cross-modality.
I. INTRODUCTION
An interesting extension of unimodal learning consists of
deep models which “fuse” several modalities (for example,
sound, image or text) and thereby learn a shared representation,
outperforming previous architectures on discriminative tasks.
However, the cross-modality in existing models using restricted
Boltzmann machines [1], deep Boltzmann machines [2] and
similarity-based loss functions in deep convolutional net-
works [3] only occurs after the unimodal features are learned.
This prevents the unimodal feature extractors from exploiting
any information contained within the other modalities. The
work presented in this paper has focused on direct information
exchange between the unimodal feature extractors, while de-
riving more interpretable features, therefore making it possible
to directly exploit the correlations between modalities. This
information exchange may occur between data of varying
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dimensionality (for example, 1D/2D for audiovisual data) and
thus poses a highly nontrivial problem.
Cross-connections were previously introduced by Velicˇkovic´ et
al. [4] to obtain better performance on sparse datasets (when
limited numbers of samples are available) through directly
exploiting the heterogeneity of the available features. The
cross-connections achieve this by allowing information to be
exchanged between hidden layers of neural networks that are
each processing a subset of the input data. Each constituent
network will consequently learn the target function from
exactly one of these subsets. Partitioning the data helps each
superlayer achieve better predictive performance by reducing
the dimensionality of the input. However, each of the networks
is processing data that is compatible with the other networks.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no multimodal learning
algorithms capable of transforming and exchanging features
between learning streams in a modular and flexible manner.
As discussed in the previous paragraph, cross-connections
have been effective in improving the classification perfor-
mance on sparse datasets by passing feature maps between
constituent networks. We hypothesise that predictive tasks
involving multimodal data can benefit from a generalised
cross-connection approach, primarily in domains where the
different modalities are aligned and highly correlated—for
example, in the audiovisual data domain. Our proposed method
is motivated by the plentiful existence of correlations in audio
and visual streams from speech recordings, which can lead to a
stronger joint representation of the corresponding signals. These
alignments should be exploited before the feature extraction
phase has ended, so devising a generalised method of feature
passing between learning streams seems like a natural approach.
In this study, we present cross-connections that are capable of
feature exchange between 1- and 2-dimensional signals and can
be, in principle, generalised to data types of any dimensionality.
We validate their effectiveness in significantly improving model
performance on audiovisual classification tasks, showing that
cross-modal feature exchanges are beneficial for the learning
streams of a multimodal architecture. Our contributions are as
follows:
● Generalisable (1D↝2D and 2D↝1D) cross-modal connec-
tions that exploit the correlations between audio and image
and two models for multimodal speech classification that
incorporate these connections. Our models obtain a sig-
nificant edge over their corresponding baselines (identical
models without cross-modal connections), illustrating that
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Fig. 1. High-level graphical description of our proposed multimodal classification system. In order to determine which letter/digit a person is saying, we
provide the visual and audio signals as input to two processing streams. The latter extract features from the modalities while reinforcing their intermediate
representations. This is achieved by appending information received from the other stream via two kinds of connections (internal and residual cross-modal
connections, represented by dashed and straight lines, respectively). Finally, the resulting features are joined and the class decision is made.
a better representation can be learned when fusion between
the modalities takes place during the feature extraction
process. To illustrate the vast improvement, we present
results which show that these models achieve state-of-the-
art results on the AVletters and CUAVE benchmark tasks.
We illustrate the high-level structure and data flow within
our architectures in Figure 1.● In addition to the improved methods for addressing cross-
modality tasks, in order to address the issues present
within existing datasets, we have also constructed Digits—
a novel, open dataset which is of superior quality to
other existing benchmark multimodal audiovisual datasets1.
With 750 examples belonging to 10 classes, Digits contains
three different data types (video frames, audio coefficients
and spectrograms) which can provide researchers with
various possibilities of validating their future approaches
to multimodal machine learning.● Finally, the existence of cross-connections has allowed
for a more direct way to analyse the correlations present
within different input modalities. As the last part of our
contribution, we directly analyse these representations,
deriving useful conclusions about their mutual construc-
tiveness for the classification task at hand. This is a step
towards addressing the interpretability issues encountered
by deep learning models.
II. XFLOW MODELS
A. CNN × MLP
Illustrated in Figure 2, the first multimodal architecture takes as
input a tuple (x_img, x_mfcc) and outputs a probability
distribution over the possible classes that this example belongs
to. The first element represents a 2D visual modality (the video
frames for a person saying a letter) and is processed by a
convolutional neural network, whereas the second one consists
of 1D audio data corresponding to the same frames, in the
form of mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), and is
fed into a multi-layer perceptron. Once features are extracted
1The dataset will be publicly released upon publication.
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Fig. 2. CNN × MLP model with cross- and residual connections, denoted
by X-conn and Res-conn, respectively. The former are shown in thick dashes,
while the latter are illustrated using thin dashes.
separately, they are concatenated and passed through another
MLP for classification.
This architecture can only process fixed-size inputs, so we had
to perform sliding window averaging over video frames and
corresponding MFCC sets for all examples in the dataset. Since
the length of a video in an example can vary considerably from
person to person, some examples had to undergo averaging over
a large window size. This results in loss of information about
the transitions between consecutive frames, and we anticipated
3that this would hurt the performance of the model.
In order to exploit correlations between audio and visual
information, the model leverages cross- and residual con-
nections. Both of these represent cross-modal sequences of
neural network layers—they transform data representations
from 1D to 2D and vice versa, passing the resulting features
to the other processing stream, in an end-to-end learnable
fashion. This ensures that the network will learn effective
transformations via cross-modal connections, which can benefit
the target streams and thereby improve the task performance.
Furthermore, we can choose to cross-connect multiple times
and between points of varying depth, essentially allowing the
network to choose representations which are most beneficial to
the task performance. The input to cross-connections (which
are illustrated with thick dashes in Figure 2) is an intermediate
representation from the source learning stream, whereas cross-
modal residual connections (thin dashes) operate directly on
the raw input to the stream. The outputs of connections are
merged with intermediate representations at the corresponding
point in the target stream.
1) Cross-connections: The primary role of cross-connections
(shown in Figure 3) is to perform information exchange while
the features from individual modalities are being learned (before
the concatenation operation). A fundamental incompatibility
exists between 1D and 2D data—there is no trivially inter-
pretable way of transferring the feature maps resulting from
a {conv×2, max-pool} block to the fully-connected layers
processing the audio data and vice versa. We therefore had to
design more complex types of cross-connections that would
enable the data to be exchanged in a sensible manner and allow
useful interpretations of these transfers.
The 2D↝1D cross-connections (depicted by blue and green
thick dashes in Figure 2) have the following structure: the
output of a {conv×2, max-pool} block in the CNN is passed
through a convolutional layer. The result is then flattened and
processed by a fully-connected layer. Finally, we concatenate
the output of the latter with the output of the corresponding
fully-connected layer in the MLP (for the first cross-connection)
or directly with the outputs of the CNN and MLP (for the
second one).
The 1D↝2D cross-connections (shown in purple thick dashes
in Figure 2) perform the inverse operation: the output of
a fully-connected layer is passed through another layer of
the same type, such that the number of features matches the
dimensionality required for the deconvolution operation. We
apply the latter to the reshaped data and concatenate the result
with the output of the corresponding {conv×2, max-pool} block.
To summarise, we provide the output of the fully-connected
layer to a reshape operation followed by a deconvolution—this
sequence of operations forces the network to learn during the
training process how to “translate” the 1D signal characteristics,
essentially enabling the structure to be present in the resulting
2D representation.
2) Cross-modal residual connections: Residual learning [5] has
the purpose of making the internal layers in a neural network
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Fig. 3. Detailed view of the connections. (Upper left:) 2D↝1D cross-
connection. (Upper right:) 2D↝1D residual connection. (Bottom:) 1D↝2D
cross-/residual connection.
represent the data more accurately. Our cross-connection design
allows for straightforwardly including residual cross-modal
connections that allow the raw input of one modality to directly
interact with another modality’s intermediate representations.
This effectively has the potential to correct for any unwanted
effects that one stream’s intermediate transformations might
have caused. Figure 3 also illustrates residual connections,
constructed in a similar manner to cross-connections.
Mathematically, a 1D↝2D cross-connection with residuals will
add Reshape(Wresxin + bres) ∗Kres to the 2D stream at depth
d and concatenate Reshape(Wxconhd + bxcon) ∗Kxcon, where
W∗ and K∗ are learnable weights, b∗ are learnable biases,
xin are inputs and hd are intermediate layer outputs.
B. {CNN × MLP}–LSTM
The second architecture processes the same kind of data as
the CNN × MLP model, namely tuples of the form (x_img,
x_mfcc). However, the fundamental difference lies in the
fact that each video frame/MFCCs pair is being provided
separately as input to the pre-concatenation streams. This brings
forward the crucial advantage of not having to average the data
across more frames, keeping the temporal structure intact and
maintaining a richer source of features from both modalities.
Shown in Figure 5, the feature extractor for a single frame
is weight-shared across all frames, which allows it to process
input sequences of arbitrary lengths. After one set of features
is extracted from the two modalities for each frame, it gets
passed to an LSTM layer as an element h⃗i from the whole
sequence, as illustrated in Figure 4. This layer then produces
4, , , 
Fig. 4. {CNN × MLP}–LSTM macro-scale: sequential processing across
time steps. The “CNN × MLP” rectangle represents the micro-scale per-frame
extractor, shown in Figure 5. The two input modalities are denoted by x⃗img
and x⃗mfcc, while y⃗t is the output of the LSTM layer at time t.
a set of 64 features for the entire example which is finally
classified by the softmax layer. Additionally, all cross- and
residual connections are designed in the same manner as for the
CNN × MLP architecture, but differ in the sense that they only
operate within the space of the single-frame feature extractor.
While similar to the CNN × MLP model, this architecture
differs in that the second convolutional layer from each
{conv×2, max-pool} block has been removed and the number
of kernels from the remaining layers has been halved. The
underlying motivation for this choice arises from the features no
longer being extracted from an averaged block corresponding
to an entire video, but rather from an individual frame, thereby
heavily sparsifying the available information for a single input.
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Fig. 5. CNN × MLP micro-scale: per-frame feature extractor with cross- and
residual connections.
C. Model Architectures
Tables I and II summarise the two models in terms of the
number of parameters and cross-connections. For brevity, we
have excluded the descriptions of residual connections, as they
can be inferred from the shape of their target.
All convolutional and fully-connected layers in the architectures
have ReLU activations. In terms of regularisation techniques
for reducing overfitting in the CNN × MLP model, batch
normalisation [6] is applied after the input layer, each pair
of convolutional layers, the first fully-connected layer in the
MLP stream and the merge layer. We also applied dropout [7]
with p = 0.25 after every max-pooling layer and with p = 0.5
after the first fully-connected layer in the MLP stream, the
merge layer and the final fully-connected layer. We chose
a larger value for p in the latter case, due to the increased
likelihood of overfitting in fully-connected layers, where the
number of parameters is much larger than for convolutional
layers. The {CNN × MLP}–LSTM model only employs batch
normalisation after the input layer and merge layer, followed
in the latter case by dropout with p = 0.5.
TABLE I
ARCHITECTURE FOR THE CNN × MLP BASELINE AND MODEL WITH
CROSS-CONNECTIONS (WHOSE PARAMETERS ARE DESCRIBED IN bold).
OUTPUT SIZE CNN STREAM MLP STREAM
([80 × 60, 16], 128) [3 × 3,16] CONV × 2 FULLY-CONNECTED 128-D
([40 × 30, 16], 128) 2 × 2 MAX-POOL, STRIDE 2
([40 × 30,32], 192) [1 × 1,16] Conv Fully-connected 759-D
Fully-connected 64-D ¯ ¦ [8 × 8,16] Deconv
([40 × 30, 32], 128) [3 × 3,32] CONV × 2 FULLY-CONNECTED 128-D
([20 × 15, 32], 128) 2 × 2 MAX-POOL, STRIDE 2
([20 × 15,64], 256) [1 × 1,32] Conv Fully-connected 204-D
Fully-connected 128-D ¯ ¦ [4 × 4,32] Deconv
(256, 128) FULLY-CONNECTED 256-D
512 FULLY-CONNECTED 512-D
26-WAY SOFTMAX
TABLE II
ARCHITECTURE FOR THE {CNN × MLP}–LSTM BASELINE AND MODEL
WITH CROSS-CONNECTIONS (WHOSE PARAMETERS ARE DESCRIBED IN
bold).
OUTPUT SIZE CNN STREAM MLP STREAM
([80 × 60, 8], 32) [3 × 3,8] CONV FULLY-CONNECTED 32-D
([40 × 30, 8], 32) 2 × 2 MAX-POOL, STRIDE 2
([40 × 30,8], 64) [1 × 1,8] Conv Fully-connected 375-D
Fully-connected 32-D ¯ ¦ [16 × 16,8] Deconv
([40 × 30, 16], 32) [3 × 3,16] CONV FULLY-CONNECTED 32-D
([20 × 15, 16], 32) 2 × 2 MAX-POOL, STRIDE 2
([20 × 15,64], 96) [1 × 1,16] Conv Fully-connected 104-D
Fully-connected 64-D ¯ ¦ [8 × 8,16] Deconv
(64, 32) FULLY-CONNECTED 64-D
64 LSTM
26-WAY SOFTMAX
We have observed that a XFlow model is underregularised,
compared to its baseline under the same regularisation parame-
ters. Due to the increase in input size to the following layer, all
merging points are passed through a dropout layer with p = 0.5.
5Additionally, when transmitting data across streams, we have
taken steps to ensure integrity of the information. This is where
the ReLU activation experiences a shortcoming—approximately
half of its outputs are zero upon Xavier [8] initialisation. To
enable the network to benefit from all transmitted data, we
have applied the more general PReLU activation function [9],
which allows for data to “leak” in the negative input space.
III. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setup
1) Datasets: We evaluated the performance of our models on
the AVletters [10] and CUAVE [11] benchmark tasks and on
our own novel dataset Digits. Additionally, in order to illustrate
the improvements that our models can achieve by explicitly
enforcing feature exchange, we also compare them to weakly-
shared deep transfer networks [12], which allow interaction of
parameters and representations across streams via custom loss
functions.
Spanning 26 classes representing the letters A-Z, AVletters
contains 780 examples of 10 people saying each of the letters
3 times. We used two modalities from this dataset to construct
the training and test examples: (1) audio data in the form of
1D mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and (2) image
data representing the video frames. The data was split into
k = 10 folds to assess the performance of each classifier. Each
of the folds corresponds to a different person in the dataset and
can be seen as an extension to the usual leave-one-out cross-
validation (LOOCV) approach, where each fold corresponds to
one example. This allowed us to examine how well the models
behave in a realistic audiovisual recognition setting—if we
train a classifier with data collected from a group of people,
we expect the model to be able to correctly identify the same
information when being exposed to a new person.
The CUAVE dataset has 10 classes (digits 0–9) and contains
videos of 36 people saying each of the digits 5 times. In this
case, we used the pre-processing described by Ngiam et al. [1]
and split the data into k = 9 folds, each one containing 4 people
saying each digit 5 times.
Additionally, we have also curated a new dataset Digits, suitable
for audiovisual machine learning tasks. We have recorded 15
people saying the digits 0–9 in five different ways: in a low,
normal and loud voice, slowly and quickly. As a result, the
Digits dataset contains 750 video clips from which we then
extracted two different modalities:
1) image data corresponding to the 2D video frames;
2) audio data either represented by MFCCs or by 2D
spectrograms.
These three datasets present different characteristics: number
of examples, classes and people present in the videos.
Our dataset addresses the limitations of AVletters—the lack
of clear alignment between video and audio, which did not
cause problems for prior research, but made it difficult to
Fig. 6. A few examples of video frames from the Digits dataset.
employ the kind of cross-modal feature passing described in
this paper. This finding is reflected in all the results we report in
subsequent tables, motivating the need for a novel benchmark.
2) Optimisation: Both XFlow architectures were trained using
the Adam SGD optimiser for 300 epochs, with hyperparameters
as described by Kingma and Ba [13] and a batch size of 128
for the CNN × MLP and 32 for the {CNN × MLP}–LSTM.
3) Deep transfer network evaluation setup: For evaluating the
performance of weakly-shared deep transfer networks (DTNs)
on this task, we trained a DTN with the following structure:
Naudio → 512 → 256 → 256 → 256 → C and Nimage → 2048 →
256→ 256→ 256→ C, where C = 10 (Digits) or 26 (AVletters,
CUAVE), Naudio = 286 (AVletters) or 156 (CUAVE and Digits)
and Nimage = 13200 (AVletters) or 16200 (CUAVE and Digits).
In order to have a fixed-size input length, the DTN was given
the same (flattened) data as the CNN × MLP. The batch size
was 128 for all stages of evaluation.
The first two layers of each stream were pre-trained separately
as single-layer autoencoders, until convergence. The entire
DTN was trained using the J2 loss over the entire dataset,
since all examples can be considered co-occurrence pairs in
our tasks. The values we found to work best for the other
hyperparameters were: η = 1 × 10−6, γ = 1 × 10−2, λ = 0.
Notably, other values for λ did not seem to help the training
of the DTN and a large ratio was required for η and γ to
accommodate the relative magnitudes of the J2 and Ω losses.
4) Ablation study: To gain a deeper understanding of the per-
formance gains revealed by the cross-validation procedure, we
investigate the improvements that our cross-modal connections
bring individually to the XFlow architectures. For each of the
scenarios mentioned in the experimental setup, we evaluate
both CNN × MLP and {CNN × MLP}–LSTM models that
only leverage cross-modal residual connections (denoted by
No x-conns) or cross-connections (No res-conns).
B. Results
1) Comparison against baselines: During evaluation, each
architecture was tested using k-fold cross-validation for the
AVletters (10-fold), CUAVE (9-fold) and Digits (15-fold)
datasets. However, some of the architectures we developed
contain a large number of parameters (underlined in Table III 2).
2Depending on the dataset, the cross-connected models differ in the number
of parameters. This is due to the cross-connections encompassing operations
such as transposed convolution, which requires its output data to be in a
specific shape for concatenation with the other stream.
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Fig. 7. Plot of the accuracy of the {CNN × MLP}–LSTM model on the first
AVletters cross-validation fold. We have also used a sliding averaging window
of 5 epochs on the accuracy values, to emphasise the model capabilities during
training.
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Fig. 8. Plot of the cross-entropy loss of the {CNN × MLP}–LSTM model
on the first AVletters cross-validation fold.
In such circumstances, initialisation heavily influences the
representation learned during training in low-data scenarios
(AVletters and Digits, which had approximately half as much
training data as CUAVE). Consequently, the accuracies obtained
might not always reflect the best performance that the classifier
has the potential to obtain on a particular validation fold.
Because of this, we trained each model underlined in Table III
five times per validation fold, for the two datasets, and recorded
the maximum result. The final accuracy for an architecture
was then computed as the average over all folds. For statistical
significance testing, we used the paired t-test across fold results,
with a significance threshold of p ≤ 0.05.
The results for all classifiers are shown in Table IV. The
{CNN × MLP}–LSTM performed significantly better on the
AVletters dataset, with an improvement of 11.5% over its
baseline. The resulting p-value was 0.02, which corresponds
TABLE III
NUMBER OF TRAINABLE PARAMETERS IN EACH CONSIDERED MODEL, FOR
THE AVletters AND Digits/CUAVE DATASETS.
AVLETTERS DIGITS/CUAVE
BASELINE
CNN × MLP 2,740,512 5,664,054
{CNN × MLP}–LSTM 353,650 721,170
XFLOW
CNN × MLP 8,852,962 17,764,002
{CNN × MLP}–LSTM 1,387,488 2,967,388
to a 98% confidence interval. However, the CNN × MLP only
achieved a 0.9% edge over the model without cross-connections,
its p-value not showing statistical significance. Since the same
model performed 9.4% better than its baseline on the Digits
dataset, the explanation is clearly linked to the quality of the
AVletters dataset. The apparent discrepancy in visual and audio
data pre-processing of this dataset required us to average MFCC
sets and video frames over time windows of different lengths,
which is likely to have resulted in misalignment of the visual
and audio information. This, along with the averaging process
that results in loss of information, led to a weaker performance
of the CNN × MLP on AVletters.
A highly significant performance gain of cross-connected
models was achieved on the Digits dataset, the highest p-value
being 2 × 10−3. Adding cross-connections in the CNN × MLP
boosted performance the most, with an improvement of 11.5%.
Finally, the most impressive result is achieved by the {CNN× MLP}–LSTM architecture with an accuracy of 96.8%. It
is also worth noting that this model has correctly classified
all examples from one fold and that there are remarkable
benefits to temporal sequence modelling, as the corresponding
baseline performed better than the CNN × MLP on this
dataset, obtaining an overall accuracy of 88.7%, all of this
achieved by using more than 5 times fewer parameters than
any of them. Similar outperformance has been observed on
the CUAVE dataset, with p-values indicating that the XFlow
models improve on their respective baselines with statistical
significance.
Finally, we note that the weakly-shared DTN fails to match the
performance of the CNN × MLP, for all three datasets. The
largest difference in performance can be noticed on AVletters,
which once again suggests a considerably lower data quality,
in terms of misalignment and over-processing. This stops the
correspondence across modalities to be more usefully exploited.
The plots in Figures 7 and 8 show how the validation accuracy
and cross-entropy loss, respectively, evolve as a function of the
training epoch. A significant improvement over the baseline
(same model, without the cross-modal connections) can be
seen in both plots.
The results outlined above successfully demonstrate that
statistically significant benefits can be obtained by exploiting
7TABLE IV
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY ON AVletters, Digits AND CUAVE FOR THE CONSIDERED ARCHITECTURES, AFTER RUNNING THE k-FOLD CROSS-VALIDATION
PROCEDURE. THE p-VALUES CORRESPONDING TO STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT RESULTS (I.E. THE XFLOW MODEL PERFORMS BETTER THAN THE
BASELINE) ARE UNDERLINED—WE USED THE PAIRED t-TEST ACROSS RESULTS FROM ALL FOLDS, WITH A SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLD OF p ≤ 0.05.
AVLETTERS DIGITS CUAVE
BASELINE XFLOW p-VALUE BASELINE XFLOW p-VALUE BASELINE XFLOW p-VALUE
DTN [12] 35.0% – – 72.9% – – 87.9% – –
CNN × MLP 73.1% 74.0% 0.65 78.3% 87.7% 2 ×10−3 90.3% 93.5% 0.05
{CNN × MLP}–LSTM 78.1% 89.6% 0.02 88.7% 96.8% 1.2 ×10−3 96.9% 99.3% 0.01
the nontrivial cross-modality during the feature extraction stage.
It is also expected that these findings should easily generalise
to domains beyond audiovisual classification, given the general
end-to-end structure and training of the networks involved.
2) Ablation study: We report the results of these experiments
in Table V. It is immediately obvious that cross-modal residual
connections play an essential role in improving the performance
of both models—removing them results in the biggest accuracy
drop, while keeping them as the only means of cross-modal
exchange often results in an even better accuracy than using
both kinds of connections (on both models, in the case of Digits,
and on the recurrent model, for the other two benchmarks).
This suggests that a network might find it easier to freely
decide how to process the raw input data, rather than having
to make use of intermediate features from the other stream.
Furthermore, the recurrent model appears to perform better
when only leveraging one type of connection, regardless of
whether it is an inner or a residual cross-modal connection,
for AVletters and Digits. This could imply that representations
encoded by different types of connections might be more
difficult to integrate at a single merging point in the network,
and that a relatively lightweight XFlow model can perform
better in the context of an audiovisual task with aligned data.
By exploring various ways of exchanging information using
the proposed cross-modal connections, we therefore find the
best-performing model for each of the audiovisual tasks.
3) State-of-the-art comparison: In addition to the cross-
validation method described previously, we have compared
the performance of the {CNN × MLP}–LSTM models against
CorrRNN [14], the latest published state-of-the-art result on
AVletters and CUAVE (to the best of our knowledge). Influenced
by the aforementioned cross-validation results, we have decided
to use only the recurrent model for comparison. For fairness,
we have used the same train/test partition as detailed by Ngiam
et al. [1], used by all previous published approaches. The
results are summarised in Table VI.
Evidently, the prior state-of-the-art approach is outperformed
by both the baseline and XFlow models. The relative test error
is improved by 67.5% on AVletters and by 24.4% on CUAVE.
C. Interpretability of Cross-connections
1) 2D↝1D transformations: Evaluation results showed that
cross-connections significantly improve the performance of
their baseline models. This means that they eventually lead to a
better discrimination ability, so the outputs of cross-connections
for particular training examples might exhibit some form of
clustering, according to the classes the examples belong to.
Using a pre-trained CNN × MLP model, we chose one
example from each person and class in the Digits dataset
and provided each of the examples as input to the architecture.
We then looked at the outputs of the 2D↝1D cross-connections
within the CNN × MLP—since this model processes an input
corresponding to a whole video, the 1D data comes in the form
of a single output vector per example and can be more easily
interpreted. To illustrate the potential clustering, we have used
the t-SNE [15] algorithm for visualising high-dimensional data
in two or three dimensions.
Fig. 9. Best viewed in colour. Two-dimensional t-SNE plot of the outputs of
the second 2D↝1D cross-connection within the CNN × MLP model. Each
colour corresponds to a different class from the Digits dataset.
With the exception of a few outliers for each class, there
is a discernible clustering (Figure 9). This shows that two
intermediate representations resulting from input examples
belonging to the same class are processed in a more similar
manner by the second 2D↝1D cross-connection. The same
process was repeated for the first cross-connection within the
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CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY ON AVletters, Digits AND CUAVE FOR ABLATED XFLOW MODELS, AFTER RUNNING THE k-FOLD CROSS-VALIDATION
PROCEDURE AS DESCRIBED EARLIER IN THIS SECTION. FOR EACH OF THE BENCHMARKS, WE PRESENT THE MODEL PERFORMANCE WHEN BOTH TYPES OF
CONNECTIONS ARE PRESENT IN THE ARCHITECTURE, THEN ACCURACIES FOR EACH OF THE ABLATED MODELS (NO CROSS-CONNECTIONS, NO RESIDUAL
CROSS-MODAL CONNECTIONS).
AVLETTERS DIGITS CUAVE
BOTH NO X-CONNS NO RES-CONNS BOTH NO X-CONNS NO RES-CONNS BOTH NO X-CONNS NO RES-CONNS
CNN × MLP 74.0% 73.8% 70.6% 86.7% 87.7% 80.1% 93.5% 92.0% 91.9%
{CNN × MLP}–LSTM 85.6% 89.6% 86.2% 93.0% 96.8% 94.1% 98.8% 99.3% 97.7%
TABLE VI
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION RESULTS OF THE {CNN × MLP}–LSTM
MODELS AGAINST THE STATE-OF-THE-ART APPROACH ON AVletters AND
CUAVE, USING THE HOLDOUT METHOD DESCRIBED BY NGIAM ET AL. [1].
AVLETTERS CUAVE
CORRRNN [14] 83.4% 95.9%
{CNN × MLP}–LSTM (BASELINE) 91.5% 96.1%
{CNN × MLP}–LSTM (XFLOW) 94.6% 96.9%
same model, but no apparent clustering was identified. Since
this means that the features were extracted from the 2D stream
at an earlier point, they are likely to have still been in their
primitive stages and therefore not discriminative enough across
the 10 classes.
2) 1D↝2D transformations: A different kind of analysis
was required for connections going in the opposite direction,
transforming 1D data to 2D representations. Several cross-
connections (both inter-stream and residuals) were analysed.
The most revealing results were obtained from the {CNN ×
MLP}–LSTM architecture, which models temporal structure
and can therefore produce a sequence of connection outputs.
We have visualised the transformations performed by the first
residual connection that processes the MLP input and sends it
to the CNN—for each frame, this directly turns a vector of 26
MFCCs into a 2D image. For the residual connections to be
helpful, we expected them to be able to preserve the changes
occurring across time in the audio signal, while producing
images of well-defined structure for the 2D stream.
For an input sequence of MFCC sets and the corresponding
outputs of the residual connection, we have quantified the
relative changes between consecutive time steps. The L2 norm
(Euclidean distance) has been used to calculate the differences
for both input vectors and resulting 2D matrices, by summing
over the squared element-wise differences:
diffMFCCt =∥ xt − xt−1 ∥2,
diffimgt =∥ res conn1(xt) − res conn1(xt−1) ∥2 . (1)
The plots in Figure 10 illustrate that the first 1D-2D residual
connection manages to preserve the changes that occur across
time frames in the MLP input. This shows that these non-trivial
residual cross-connections are performing a transformation
capable of conveying useful information to the other stream.
Fig. 10. Differences computed as described in equation 1, for 6 of the kernels in
the final (deconvolution) layer within the first {CNN × MLP}–LSTM 1D↝2D
residual connection and one Digits example per kernel. The horizontal axis
represents time, the vertical one represents the value of the L2 norms. (Top:)
Differences between the residual connection outputs. (Bottom:) Corresponding
differences for the MLP 1D inputs.
Furthermore, even though the 2D outputs shown in Figure 11
do not contain features that are interpretable by the human
eye, it can be certainly observed that each feature map is
still displaying a non-random pattern. This has very different
characteristics from what would have resulted if no learning
had taken place after the kernels’ initialisation—a white noise
image, essentially.
These visualisations prove that each modality can be helpfully
converted to the other one within the architectures that we
have designed. In the 2D-1D direction, the outputs visibly
produce clustering according to the classes, whereas the 1D-
2D transformation preserves the dynamics across the time steps
for an entire video sequence, presenting these dynamics in a
structured 2D manner. Both of these eventually lead to the
observed improvement in classification accuracy.
While the above analyses represent a small step towards the
general problem of neural network interpretability [16], the
results observed are largely encouraging. In particular, residual
cross-connections pave the way for a methodology that allows
us to almost directly assess the way in which raw inputs of one
9Fig. 11. Example outputs of the first {CNN × MLP}–LSTM 1D↝2D residual
connection, for the same 6 deconvolution layers as in Figure 10. The feature
maps illustrate how our model translates the structural information present in
the 1D input when converting it to a 2D representation.
kind relate to higher-level features of another kind, potentially
allowing us to draw useful conclusions about cross-modal
systems in general.
IV. RELATED WORK
Cross-modal algorithms have been constantly emerging over
the past few years, often encountered in image and text
settings. Tang et al. [17] used stacked denoising autoencoders
to maximise correlations among modalities, at the same time
extracting domain-invariant semantic features. Shu et al. [12]
employ a deep transfer network with weakly parameter-shared
layers to translate between the text to the image domain. They
use an additional label transfer loss and regularisation to control
the extent of parameter sharing. Building on the aforementioned
work, Yang et al. [18] learn semantic knowledge from web
texts, which is then transferred to the image domain in the
case of insufficient visual training data, weakly-sharing both
parameters and representations of higher layers. Kang et al. [19]
also explore unpaired data settings, jointly learning the basis
matrices of modalities from the training samples. A local group-
based priori is used to learn the most discriminant groups
for classification. This shrinks redundant and noisy groups,
improving resistance to noise and intra-class variations. Aytar
et al. [20] enable cross-modal convolutional networks to share
representations in a modality-agnostic fashion. They encourage
corresponding layers to have similar statistics across modalities
via a multivariate Gaussian- or Gaussian mixture-parameterised
regularisation term over network activations from PlacesCNN.
Multimodal tasks are viewed from a generative perspective in
some cases, such as the work of Gu et al. [21], where image-
to-text and text-to-image generative processes are incorporated
in the cross-modal feature extraction. Both global abstract and
local grounded features can thus be learned in a max-margin
learning-to-rank framework.
Applications of multimodal learning are plentiful—for example,
Salvador et al. [22] find a joint embedding of cooking
recipes and images, regularizing the network via a high-level
classification objective. This ensures that both recipe and image
embeddings utilise the high-level discriminative weights in a
similar way, adding a discrimination-based alignment degree
to the process. Dou et al. [23] use unsupervised adversarial
learning to tackle image segmentation in the medical domain.
They transfer a convolutional neural network from the source
(MRI) to the target (CT) images domain, using a domain
adaptation module (DAM) that maps the target input data to the
source feature space. Along with a domain critic module (CNN
discriminator), the DAM is placed in a minimax two-player
game used to train the framework. Albanie et al. [24] develop
a teacher network for facial emotion recognition and use it for
training a student to learn speech embeddings in the absence of
labels. This is achieved by transferring expression annotations
from the visual domain (faces) to the speech domain (voices)
through cross-modal distillation.
Various kinds of fusion are leveraged by Kiela et al. [25] for
examining the grounding of semantic (textual) representations
in raw audio data, in contexts such as zero-shot learning for
mapping between linguistic and auditory data and unsupervised
instrument clustering. Notably, even though “early”, “middle”
and “late” fusion methods are analysed, none of these involve
an explicit information exchange between modalities. A more
involved fusion approach is described by Gupta et al. [26].
They use the learned representations from a large labeled
modality (RGB images) as the supervision signal for learning
a new, paired unlabelled modality (depth and optical flow
images), forcing corresponding layers in the model hierarchy
to be similar via a Euclidean loss function. Even though this
approach involves intra-layer feature exchange, it is limited to
modalities that belong to the same (visual) data type.
Finally, Yang et al. [14] tackle the audiovisual task presented
here by developing a cross-modal approach that fuses input
modalities with temporal structure. A maximum correlation
loss term is used to facilitate cross-modal learning, while an
attention model adjusts the contribution of modalities towards
the joint representation. Once more, we note the lack of
involved information exchange in earlier stages of the learning
process, concluding the section by iterating that our model
obtains superior performance through cross-modal feature
exchanges that are concurrent with the feature extraction.
V. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study was to design and validate a new
method of performing cross-modal information transfer during
the feature extraction process, within a classical multimodal
deep learning architecture. Our primary contribution consists
of newly developed cross- and residual connections that can
transform 1D to 2D representations and vice versa, each of them
being a sequence of neural network layers. These connections
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have been incorporated by two deep learning architectures
for audiovisual data that could easily be generalised to other
kinds of information. We emphasise and address the main
challenge encountered in developing cross-modal connections—
the fundamental incompatibility between the data types that
are being exchanged.
Results show that our novel cross-modality enabled both
architectures to favourably exploit the correlations between
modalities, outperforming their corresponding baselines by
up to 11.5% on the AVletters, CUAVE and the novel Digits
datasets. Comparative evaluation has also demonstrated that the
{CNN × MLP}–LSTM models have achieved state-of-the-art
performance on the AVletters and CUAVE datasets.
Another essential part of this research involved investigating the
representations being learned by the new cross-modal connec-
tions. The 1D↝2D residual connections in the {CNN × MLP}–
LSTM preserved the intensity changes across the temporal axis
when converting the 1D input into 2D information. Likewise,
the second 2D↝1D cross-connection in the CNN × MLP
produces features that exhibit visible clustering.
Finally, we contribute to the machine learning research com-
munity by constructing Digits—a novel dataset that contains
three different modalities (MFCCs, spectrograms and video
frames). This data can be used in future multimodal research to
evaluate new methods of performing cross-modality for various
learning tasks.
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